
DIGITS TRAFFIC SIGNS FOR UE4 
FEATURES 

• 167 Dutch traffic signs 
• Easy and ready to use blueprint system: 
• 9 blueprints powering 167 unique traffic signs 
• Easy dropdown menu with Dutch coded traffic signs and description 
•  Small memory footprint 
• High quality textures 

Texture Sizes: 

•  167 traffic signs resolution 1024x1024 
•   1 PBR galvanized metal material with 4 textures of 1024x1024 

Number of Textures: 179 
Number of Meshes: 10 
Poly Count: Between 1500 and 2000 depending on the signs 
Number of blueprints: 9  
Scaled to Epic skeleton: Yes 
Collision: Yes, automatically generated 
Poly Count: Between 1500 and 2000 depending on the signs 
Number of Materials and Material Instances: 3 master materials and 177 material instances 
Supported Development Platforms: All platforms 
Supported Target Build Platforms: All platforms 
 

HOW TO USE 

To use the signs, simply drag one of these blueprints into your scene located in:  

Content > Digits_Roadsigns-NL > Blueprints >  

 

After you dropped the desired blueprint into your scene you can change the texture with the dropdown 

menu called ‘Sign Number’ under the ‘Sign’ tab. In the same Sign tab, you can also adjust the height of 

the sign on the pole by using the slider called ‘Sign Height’ 
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U can find the codes and description of each sign in the coming pages. The signs and blueprint are 

divided by the shape of the sign. 
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LIST OF SIGNS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
DIAMOND SHAPE 

 B01 Priority road 

 B02  End priority road 

 

HEXAGON SHAPE 

 B07  Stop for priority road  
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RECTANGLE SHAPE 

 A01-30-ZB  Zone with maximum speed 30 Km/h   

 A01-30-ZH  Recurrence of the zone with maximum speed 30 Km/h 

 A01-60-ZB  Zone with maximum speed 60 Km/h 

 A01-60-ZH  Recurrence of the zone with maximum speed 60 Km/h 
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 A02-30-ZE End of the zone with maximum speed 30 Km/h 

 A02-60-ZE  End of the zone with maximum speed 60 Km/h 

 L08 Dead end 

 L09-1L Pre-indication dead end straight ahead. Left road open 

 L09-1R Pre-indication dead end straight ahead. Right road open 
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L09-2L Pre-indication dead end to the left 

L09-2r Pre-indication dead end to the right 

 E01-ZB Parking restriction zone 

 E01-ZH Recurrence parking restriction zone 

 E01-ZE End parking restriction zone 
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 G05-ZB Zone residential area 

 

 G05-ZE End zone residential area 

 G05-ZH Recurrence zone residential area 

 

 G07-ZB Zone pedestrian area 
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 G07-ZE End zone pedestrian area 

 G07-ZH Recurrence zone pedestrian area 

 Cxx-ZH Recurrence zone - Empty 

 Cxx-ZE End zone – Empty 
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 C06-ZB Closed zone for vehicles on more than 2 wheels 

 C06-ZH Recurrence closed zone for vehicles on more than 2 wheels 

 C06-ZE End closed zone for vehicles on more than 2 wheels 

 C12-ZB Closed zone for all motor vehicles 
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 C12-ZH Recurrence closed zone for all motor vehicles 

 C12-ZE End closed zone for all motor vehicles 

 C12-ZB1 Closed zone for trucks 

 C12-ZH1 Recurrence closed zone for trucks 
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 C12-ZE1    End closed zone for trucks 

 E02-ZB Parking and loading unloading restriction zone 

 E02-ZH Recurrence parking and loading unloading restriction zone 

 E02-ZE End parking and loading unloading restriction zone 
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RECTANGLE_2 SHAPE 

 

 L08 Dead end 

 L09-1L Pre-indication dead end straight ahead. Left road open 

 L09-1R Pre-indication dead end straight ahead. Right road open 

L09-2L Pre-indication dead end to the left 
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L09-2r Pre-indication dead end to the right 

 G01 Motorway 

 G02 End motorway 
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RECTANGLE_3 SHAPE 

 

 G05 Residential area 

 G06 End residential area 

 

ROUND SHAPE 

 

 A01-020 Maximum speed 20 km/h 

 A01-030 Maximum speed 30 km/h 
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 A01-050 Maximum speed 50 km/h 

 A01-060 Maximum speed 60 km/h 

 A01-070 Maximum speed 70 km/h 

 A01-080 Maximum speed 80 km/h 

 A01-100 Maximum speed 100 km/h 
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 A01-120 Maximum speed 120 km/h 

 A01-130 Maximum speed 130 km/h 

 A02-050 End maximum speed 50 km/h 

 A02-060 End maximum speed 60 km/h 

 A02-070 End maximum speed 70 km/h 
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 A02-080 End maximum speed 80 km/h 

 A02-100 End maximum speed 100 km/h 

 A02-120 End maximum speed 120 km/h 

 A02-130 End maximum speed 130 km/h 
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 F01 Prohibition for motor vehicles to overtake each other 

 F02 End of prohibition for motor vehicles to overtake each other 

 F03 Prohibition for trucks to overtake motor vehicles 

 F04 End prohibition for trucks to overtake motor vehicles 
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 F05 Prohibition for drivers to continue when traffic is approaching from 

opposite direction 

 F07 Prohibition to turn 

 F08 End of all prohibitions indicated by traffic signs 

 F10 Stop 
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 C01 Closed in both directions for vehicles, riders and guides of horses, 

draft animals or cattle 

 C02 Oneway road closed for vehicles, riders and guides of horses, draft 

animals or cattle 

 C06 Closed for motor vehicles on more than 2 wheels 

 C07 Closed for trucks 
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 C07A  Closed for buses 

 C07B Closed for buses and trucks 

 C08 Closed for motor vehicles that can not go faster, or are prohibitad to go 

faster than 25 Km/h 

 C09 Closed for vehicles, riders and motor vehicles that can not go faster, or 

are prohibitad to go faster than 25 Km/h same goes for bikes mopeds and special needs cars 
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 C10 Closed for motor vehicles with a trailer 

 C11 Closed for motorcycles 

 C12 Closed for all motor vehicles 

 C13 Closed for mopeds and for special aid vehicles with working engine 
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  C14 Closed for mopeds and for special aid vehicles without an engine 

 C15 Closed for bicyles, mopeds en specialneed cars 

 C16 Closed for pedestrians 

 C17 Closed for vehicles and combinations of vechicles, that including 

load, are longer than the sign states (10M) 
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 C18 Closed for vehicles and combinations of vechicles, that including 

load, are broader than the sign states (2,3m) 

 C19 Closed for vehicles and combinations of vechicles, that including 

load, are higher than the sign states (3,1m) 

 C20 Closed voor vehicles with an axel load higer than the sign states (4,8t) 

 C21 Closed voor vehicles and combinations of vehicles with a total mass 

higer than the sign states (5,4t) 
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 C22 Closed for vehicles with certain dangerous substances 

 C22A Closed for trucks that do not meet the environmental 

requirements 

 C22B End closed for trucks that do not meet the environmental 

requirements 

 E01 Parking ban 
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 D01 Roundabout, mandatory driving direction 

 D02-LO Commandment for all drivers to pass the board on the side 

indicating on the arrow (Bottom left) 

 D02-RO Commandment for all drivers to pass the board on the side 

indicating on the arrow (Right bottom) 

 D02-LB Commandment for all drivers to pass the board on the side 

indicating on the arrow (Left up) 
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 D02-RB Commandment for all drivers to pass the board on the side 

indicating on the arrow (Right up) 

 D03 Sign may be passed on both sides 

 D04 Mandate to follow the direction of travel indicated on the board 

 D05-L Mandate to follow the direction of travel indicated on the board 

(left) 
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 D05-R Mandate to follow the direction of travel indicated on the board 

(right) 

 D06-L Mandate to follow one of the driving directions indicated on 

the board (left, straight ahead) 

 D06-R Mandate to follow one of the driving directions indicated 

on the board (straight ahead, right) 

 D07 Mandate to follow one of the driving directions indicated on 

the board (left, right) 
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 G07 Footpath 

 G08 End footpath 

 G09 Equestrian path 

 G10 End equestrian path 
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 G11 Compulsory cycle track 

 G12 End compulsory cycle track 

 G12A Mandatory bike / moped path 

 G12B End mandatory bike / moped path 
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 E02 parking and loading unloading ban 

 

SQUARE SHAPE 

 

 A04-30 Speed advice 30 

 A04-50 Speed advice 50 

 A04-60 Speed advice 60 
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 A04-70 Speed advice 70 

 A04-80 Speed advice 80 

 A05-30 End speed advice 30 

 A05-50 End speed advice 50 
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 A05-60 End speed advice 60 

 A05-70 End speed advice 70 

 A05-80 End speed advice 80 

 F06 Drivers from the opposite direction should allow traffic approaching 

from this direction to pass 
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 G03 Motorway 

 G04 End of motorway 

 OB701-1 Deflecting priority road crossing under-left 

 OB701-2 Deflecting priority road crossing right-top 
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 OB701-3 Deflecting priority road crossing left-top 

 OB702-1 Deflecting priority road crossing bottom-left (split 

horizontally) 

 OB702-2 Deflecting priority road crossing top-left (split vertical) 

 OB703-1 Deflecting priority road crossing bottom-left (split vertical) 
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 OB703-2 Deflecting priority road crossing top-right (split vertical) 

TRAINGLE DOWN SHAPE 

 

 B06 Priority crossings take precedence 

TRAINGLE UP SHAPE 

 

 B03 Priority crossroads you have priority 
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 B04 Priority intersection away from the left 

 B05 Priority intersection away from the right 

 J01 Warning for bad road surfaces 

 J02 Warning for right turn 
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 J03 Warning for left turn 

 J04 Warning for S-turn (s), first to the right 

 J05 Warning for S-turn (s), first to the left 

 J10 Warning for train crossing with barriers 
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 J11 Warning for train crossing without barriers 

 J14 Warning for tram (crossing) 

 J15 Warning for movable bridge 

 J16 Warning for work in progress 
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 J17 Warning for lane narrowing 

 J18 Warning for lane narrowing right 

 J19 Warning for lane narrowing left 

 J20 Warning against slippage 
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 J21 Warning for children 

 J22 Warning for pedestrian crossing 

 J23 Warning for pedestrians 

 J24 Warning for cyclists and moped riders 
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 J25 Warning for loose stones 

 J26 Warning for wharf or river bank 

 J27 Warning for big game 

 J28 Warning for catle 
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 J29 Warning for oncoming traffic 

 J30 Warning for low-flying aircraft 

 J31 Warning for crosswind 

 J32 Warning for traffic lights 
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 J33 Warning for traffic jam 

 J34 Warning of accident 

 J35 Warning of poor visibility due to snow, rain or fog 

 J36 Warning for hail or snow 
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 J37 Warning 

 J38 Warning for speed bump 

 J39 Warning for electrically retractable and retractable post in 

the roadway (collapsible post) 

 


